
T SERIES BEVEL GEAR UNITS

    
Slowdown ratio Speedup ratio

Structure characteristic and application

Shell: cast with high-rigidity FC-25 cast iron;  

Gear: adopting high-quality high-purity alloy steel 20CrMnTiH with 

          carburization, quenching and grinding;  

Spindle: adopting alloy steel with quenching and tempering and 

           strong suspending and load capacity;  

Bearing: adopting rolling cone bearing with heavy load capacity;  

Oil seal: double-lip oil seal with both dustproof and leakproof capacity;  

Basic drive mode of steering box 

Centerpiece Centerpiece

Wing shaft Wing shaft 

Application example of steering box

Special products 

Opposite rotation directions 
for both sides

Double output shaft

Single output shaft Double output shaft
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  Installation position

  Shaft allocation

  Speed ratio

  Norm

Type Designation

Relationship between Shaft Allocation and Shaft Rotation Direction 

Weight Table of T Series:

 Lubrication: 

        Proper use of lubricating oil can improve efficiency and service life of the steering engine.  
The first 2 weeks or 100-200 hours of use is the initial frictional wear period, during which there may be a few metal particles due to frictional wear, so it's 

    necessary to clean the inside and change with new lubricating oil.  
As for long-time service, it's necessary to replace the lubricating oil every 0.5-1 year or 1,000-2,000 hours.  

Varieties of lubricating oil:
        The lubricating oil for the product adopts Sinopec 90 -120  full-effect gear oil. It's recommended to use 90  full-effect gear oil in the condition of slow 
speed of revolution and light load and 120  in the condition of heavy load and high temperature.  

 In case of special service conditions, please negotiate with our company beforehand.  

Installation Type:
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Adoption of Steering Box Type

Step 1: to decide correction coefficient (Table 1).  

Step 2: to select proper steering box which should meet the need for torque or KW. speed ratio sound output shaft rotation speed 

             indicated in (Table 2) (Table 3).  

Torque Need  Used Torque Correction Coefficient

KW Need  Used KW Correction Coefficient 

Note 1: correction coefficient of uniform load and continuous 

             running period is 1.0 

Note 2: the value within (  ) is adopted for over 10 rounds of 

             starting and stopping per hour 

Service time

Load nature

Uniform load

Middle load

Heavy load

Speed 

ratio

Note: Please call us for inquiries about larger transmission ratio.  

T2-T16 Dimension and specification table 

Model selection table 
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Type

T20-T25 Dimension and specification table 
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